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Beyond Gruber: How HHS Flip-Flopped on Federal
Exchange Subsidies
Obamacare Contracting Paper Trail Shows Administration’s Changing Narrative
By Scot K. Vorse*

By next June, the Supreme Court will rule on the issue of Obamacare insurance
exchange subsidies in King v. Burwell, a case that could have significant ramifications
for the Affordable Care Act (ACA). In implementing the law, the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) made individuals purchasing health insurance on both state and
federally facilitated exchanges eligible for tax credits to offset part of the cost of the
insurance. That rule violates the plain text of the Act, which makes such subsidies
available only for insurance purchased on exchanges established by the states.
Obamacare supporters have defended the IRS rule on the grounds that the precise
statutory language is a mere drafting error and that everyone involved in developing
and implementing the ACA understood that subsidies were intended to be available
on federal as well as state exchanges, in order to advance the ACA’s overarching
goal of affordability. However, a growing body of contemporaneous evidence shows
that even many Obama administration officials believed just the opposite—that
subsidies would only be made available on state-established exchanges.
To date, the four lower court lawsuits on this issue have primarily focused on the
intent of Congress as articulated via the wording of the law. In those cases, the
plaintiffs have offered substantial evidence that Congress intended the limited
availability of subsidies as an inducement for states to establish their own exchanges.
But there is other important evidence of the administration’s intent—from both a
legal and historical standpoint—that has gotten far less attention.
In the initial period after Obamacare’s enactment, how did the administration itself
treat the statutory language? What were the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) and Internal Revenue Service doing to implement the law? And what
do those actions indicate about their original view about whether federally facilitated
exchanges qualified for tax credits? Answers to those questions support the view that
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subsidies were never intended to be provided to individuals purchasing insurance on
the federal exchange.
A February 2014 congressional investigation found that the IRS initially began
developing a rule to make tax credits available only on exchanges established by a
state. As the findings outlined below show, HHS had a similar understanding of the
law. Here, it is important to note that in order for an exchange website to offer tax credits, it
must have a tax credit calculator that allows individuals to view the actual cost of their
coverage after tax credits have been applied to their premiums. Official documents
show that while HHS moved quickly after the ACA’s enactment to help state
governments make tax credits available through state-based exchanges, for nearly
two years, it developed its HealthCare.gov website without any effort to offer tax
credits on the federal exchange.
The following timeline demonstrates that HHS initially set out to establish its federal
exchange, HealthCare.gov, without a tax credit calculator—that is, it set up the
federal exchange so that it could not provide users any information about tax credits.
This strongly suggests that its original interpretation was that only residents of states
that established their own exchanges were entitled to tax credits. It was only after
many states decided against setting up exchanges that HHS and the Obama
administration changed course and began claiming that the Affordable Care Act
allows tax credits for both state and federally facilitated exchanges. Only then did
HHS begin developing a tax credit calculator for HealthCare.gov.
Stage One: March 23, 2010 – February 28, 2011, “Hurry up and get the 50 state
exchanges setup”
President Obama signed the Affordable Care Act into law on March 23, 2010.The
first year following enactment of the ACA was a critical time for planning
Obamacare’s implementation. The Department of Health and Human Services made
significant efforts to help states develop tax credit calculators for their exchanges and
to help states collaborate with one other in this endeavor. But at the time, HHS
appeared to make no effort to build a HealthCare.gov tax credit calculator or
collaborate with states to develop this technology.
September 30, 2010 – Under the ACA, HHS grants millions to state
exchanges but nothing for the federal exchange. Six months after enactment
of the Affordable Care Act, HHS starts awarding grants to states, as
authorized under the ACA, to establish state-based insurance exchanges.
HHS awards over $4.8 billion to states and the District of Columbia to plan
and establish exchanges, according to an October 29, 2014 Congressional
Research Service report.1As Amy Goldstein and Juliet Eilperin wrote in The
Washington Poston November 2, 2013, “Although the statute provided plenty
of money to help states build their own insurance exchanges, it included no
money for the development of a federal exchange.”2
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November 3, 2010 – HHS starts to distribute state exchange guidance
documents requiring a tax credit calculator. HHS publishes a Guidance for
Exchange and Medicaid Information Technology (IT) Systems.3Its purpose was to
“assist states as they design, develop, implement, and operate technology and
systems projects in support of the Affordable Care Act relating to the
establishment and operation of Health Insurance Exchanges.” Over the next
12 months, HHS distributes at least 18 different guidance and advisory
documents related to state exchanges. These documents require all state
exchanges to have tax credit calculators and to collaborate with health policy
officials in other states. Despite numerous complaints by states, no guidelines
for HealthCare.gov were distributed by HHS until May 16, 2012—more than
18 months later.



January 20, 2011 –Another policy document specifies state-operated
exchanges 17 times. Nearly three months after issuing its first guidance
document, HHS releases the Cooperative Agreement to Support Establishment of
State-Operated Health Insurance Exchanges, the governing agreement for
establishing “state-operated” health insurance exchanges. That document
provides significant insight into HHS’ views at the time.4 This agreement
specifies “state-based” or “state-operated” exchanges 17 times. The terms
“federally facilitated exchange” and “federal exchange” are never used.5



February 16, 2011 – HHS awards millions to states to develop key
technology and collaborate with other states but keeps HealthCare.gov out
of the picture.As several states begin developing their insurance exchanges,
HHS announces$241 million in grants to “Early Innovators” for six states and
a multi-state consortium.6The press release states: “Using these new funds,
the Early Innovator states will develop Exchange IT models that can be
adopted and tailored by other states.” Although HHS is deeply involved in
the process of developing this technology for state exchanges, there is no
mention of any involvement, collaboration or sharing of technology with a
Federal exchange or HealthCare.gov.7



Prior to Early March 2011 – Early drafts of tax credit regulations specify
tax credits are only for state established exchanges.After a months-long
investigation into the development of the IRS’s tax credit rule, a Joint Staff
Report to the U.S. House of Representatives published on February 5, 2014,
concludes: “Early drafts of the proposed premium subsidy regulation
contained the statutory language restricting tax credits to Exchanges
‘established by the State.’”8 This language was removed from those drafts in
early March 2011, but its initial inclusion strongly suggests the IRS believed
for at least a full year that the law prohibited subsidies for purchasers on the
federal exchange.
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Stage Two: March 1, 2011 – December 31, 2011, “We may have a problem”
Even after the IRS’s view of the law began to shift, HHS continued to make efforts to
get states to develop tax credit calculators and to collaborate with each other. It was
not until several months later that HHS similarly shifted into discussing potential
collaboration with the states.


March 16, 2011 – HHS creates an online system for states to share
technology with other states but not with HealthCare.gov. HHS releases a
document entitled Collaborative Environment and Life Cycle Governance –
Exchange Reference Architecture Supplement, which outlines guidelines and
procedures for an online system for states to share technology, including a tax
credit calculator.9 HHS uses sample states (i.e. “State 1” or “State 2”) to
illustrate how states can share technology on the online system. The
document makes no mention of HealthCare.gov or a federal exchange.



March 23, 2011 – Louisiana announces that it will not set up a health
insurance exchange.10



July 15, 2011 – HHS issues a request for comments that suggests it has not
started developing a tax credit calculator. HHS releases draft rules for health
insurance exchanges and qualified health plans, and requests comments on
whether a model tax credit calculator would be helpful for the states. This
request suggests HHS has not yet started developing a tax credit calculator.11



July 16, 2011 –A senior HHS official confirms at least “a small handful” of
states will not establish an exchange. Steven Larsen, Director of the Office
of Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight at HHS, is asked at the
Annual National Governors meeting in July 2011 how many states he
believes would not establish an exchange. Larsen responds: “[A]t the end of
the day, sure there may be, I hope a small handful of states that will ask us to
do everything.”12

At this point, HHS knew it would need to build an exchange for at least one state.
Furthermore, if HHS believed at the time that the intent of the law was to provide
tax credits for individuals who purchased insurance on federally facilitated
exchanges, then HealthCare.gov would need a tax credit calculator. However, as the
timeline illustrates, HHS did not contract to build a tax credit calculator for
HealthCare.gov until May 3, 2012—nearly 10 months later. The most plausible
reason for the delay was that HHS believed that the ACA did not authorize tax
credits for individuals using federally established exchanges.


September 30, 2011 – HHS signs a contract with HealthCare.gov developer
without requiring a tax credit calculator. HHS signs a contract with CGI
Federal to develop HealthCare.gov with a revised Statement of Work.13 The
contract does not mention a tax credit calculator and includes only five
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references to tax credits. All of these references are unrelated to
HealthCare.gov providing tax credits.14


November 29, 2011 – Now that HHS knows some states will not establish
their own exchanges, references to “state-based” exchanges are eliminated
from a key document. As the status of state exchanges becomes imperiled,
the exchange guidance language also shifts. HHS produces a revised version
of the above Cooperated Agreement document, which was originally dated
January 20, 2011. There is still no mention of HealthCare.gov. However, six
phrases in the document regarding “state-based” or “state-operated”
exchanges are eliminated.15

Stage Three, January 1, 2012 – May 16, 2012, “We definitely have a problem”
HHS and the Obama administration face a dilemma. States complain that they need
a final ruling as to whether tax credits are to be made available on federally
facilitated exchanges. Unfortunately for Obamacare, both options are problematic. If
HHS changes its previous interpretation of the law and decides they are allowed, that
eliminates the primary incentive for states to establish their own exchanges. But if
HHS sticks with its original interpretation that only state-based exchanges can
receive tax credits and this incentive still fails to convince most states to establish
these exchanges, then Obamacare’s stated goal of affordability would be fatally
undermined. A stand-off has developed at this point. The deadline for a decision is
quickly approaching, but states do not want to decide until they know HHS’
decision, and HHS does not want to decide until it knows the states’ decisions.


January 11, 2012 – Seven states request written opinion from Attorney
General on federal exchange tax credits so they can make a decision: Seven
states—Kentucky, Maine, New Mexico, North Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, and
Virginia—send a request to HHS for information on HealthCare.gov “in
order for us to make an informed decision about the direction we should
pursue” regarding establishing exchanges.16 One piece of information
requested is “[a] written legal opinion from the Office of the Attorney General
or a declaration from a federal court ... detailing the authority of the federal
government in all operational aspects of the exchange, including, but not
limited to the authority to administer premium tax credits.” For at least these
seven states, tax credits for a federal exchange is a material issue.



March 1, 2012 – HHS Secretary Sebelius still not ready to announce key
decision: Republican members of the House Energy and Commerce
Committee complain about the lack of guidance for states on deciding
whether or not to set up exchanges. HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius
promises regulations on exchanges will be out in a “couple of months.”17



March 27, 2012 – IRS publishes Final/Interim final rules. The IRS
distributes Final rules/Interim final rules. One noteworthy comment in the
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filing is that the IRS took “recommendations into account” for
HealthCare.gov as a model tax calculator. By this time, HHS has been
granting money and requiring states to develop tax credit calculators for 18
months, yet still the federal government is only considering building a model
tax calculator.18


Prior to May 1, 2012 – Mark Mazur, Assistant Treasury Secretary for Tax
Policy, testifies that he never saw any analysis to authorize tax credits for
the HealthCare.gov states prior to May 1, 2012. By now, the IRS has
effectively finalized the guidelines authorizing tax credits for HealthCare.gov
states.19



May 3, 2012 - HealthCare.gov modifies contract statement of work and
now requires a tax credit calculator and collaboration with states. HHS
revises the CGI contract Statement of Work. The revised statement of work
has three significant modifications:




1) A tax credit calculator is now required on HealthCare.gov (there are
seven references to a tax credit calculator in the modified statement of
work compared to none in the original);
2) HHS will from this point forward collaborate with states; and
3) CGI is now required to go on 10 to 12state visits to share
technology.

In short, more than two years after the law passed, HHS has finally decided it
must start developing a tax credit calculator for HealthCare.gov.


May 16, 2012 – HHS finally distributes HealthCare.gov guidance. The
guidance says that states operated as part of HealthCare.gov are entitled to
premium tax credits.20

HHS completely shifts its position to one that HealthCare.gov “must” develop a tax
credit calculator and collaborate with states. Although HHS is now developing a tax
credit calculator for HealthCare.gov, the funding commitment for states to build
their own tax credit calculators appears not to have decreased. The revised IRS
regulations related to tax credits have now also completely shifted to allow tax
credits for federal exchange states.
Stage Four, May 17, 2012 – present: “We never had a problem. We always knew
that the law intended for states that didn't set-up an exchange to receive tax
credits.”
Washington and Nevada distribute documents that suggest HealthCare.gov had been
developed with a tax credit calculator and therefore was always intended to provide
tax credits. Older documents suggest otherwise, but final IRS guidelines are
consistent with HHS’s new narrative.
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Prior to May 23, 2012 – The State of Washington requests more money
from HHS to build a tax credit calculator. In the same document it also
claims it “intends to use” a HHS-developed tax credit calculator. The
statement implies HHS has already developed a tax credit calculator. Why is
a state asking for money if it “intends to use21” a HHS-developed tax credit
calculator?22



June 28, 2012 – Nevada also asks for money to build its own tax credit
calculator, even though it also “intends to use” the HHS-developed tax
credit calculator. Interestingly, both Nevada’s and Washington’s grant
requests use the exact same language and punctuation. Why does this
contradictory identical language and punctuation suddenly appear in two
state grant requests? The most likely answer is that HHS provided the
language to both states.23 The language is consistent with the Obama
administration’s shift in interpretation, and builds the case that HHS has
always been developing a tax credit calculator. Furthermore, HHS was loath
to rescind the grants because it would have demonstrated that its
interpretation of the ACA had changed over time.

Conclusion. As the above timeline clearly demonstrates, the Obama
administration and the Department of Health and Human Services required states
establishing their own exchange to build a tax credit calculator. However, for two
years after passage of the law, they did not require the same for the federal exchange.
These actions provide additional support that the Obama administration and HHS
understood that only states that established their own exchanges were entitled to tax
credits—the exact opposite of what they have been arguing in federal court.
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